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ABSTRACT 

This project focuses on the relationship between 

plainchant notation and the conducting gesture in the Quatre 

Motets sur Des Themes Gregoriens, Op. 10 of Maurice Durufle. 

Durufle's intimate knowledge of the chant practices of the 

Solesmes school of chant interpretation is a major influence 

in the compositional style of the four motets. This project 

explores the relevance of the Solesmes interpretational 

practices and their influence on Durufle's compositional 

technique. 

The conducting gesture employed in the realization of 

the motets must demonstrate an active knowledge of the 

compositional techniques employed and the Solesmes 

interpretational practices. As such the incorporation of 

traditional Gregorian Chironomy into a working gesture for 

use in the rehearsal and performance of the motets is the 

essence of this project. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this document is an attempt to define the 

optimal conducting gesture in the Quatre motets sur des 

themes gregoriens, op. 10, of Maurice Durufle (1902-1986). 

These motets are twentieth century works whose structure has 

been influenced by the plainchant origins of their melodic 

and motivic material. As such, the conductor must 

demonstrate a knowledge of the relationship between the 

original plainchant motives and the modern settings of these 

motives within the motets. It is only with a thorough 

understanding of this relationship that the conducting 

gestu1J:'e can attempt to convey the linear motion implied by 

the original chant material within the multi-metric settings 

of these twentieth century compositions. The influence of 

traditional chironomy upon the accepted metrical conducting 

patterns will be the essence of this discussion. 

Maurice Durufle was well schooled in the traditions of 

chant interpretation. As an organist and composer he spent 

his life in the service of the Catholic church. Born in 

Louviers, France and educated in the church, Durufle was 

influenced by renewed interest in the role of plainchant in 

liturgical compositions. The beginnings of this renaissance 

can be traced to the Cecilian movement of Bruckner's 

generation. The musical and religious philosophies of the 

Cecil ian movement gave rise to what Leon Plantinga called two 
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nineteenth century "schools of music founded in Paris to 

advance the cause of plainsong and more traditiona.l 

polyphony: the Ecole Niedermeyer at mid-century and the 

Schola Cantorum in 1894.,,1 These schools influenced works of 

composers such as Gabriel Faure and Cesar Franck. In 

addition, they provided the framework for the compositional 

styles that would become the driving force in twentieth 

century French liturgical compositions. 

Durufle moved to Paris in 1919 to study organ with 

Charles Tournemire. In 1920, Durufle was admitted to the 

Paris Conservatory. At the conservatory he studied organ 

with Eugene Gigout and Louis Vierne, and composition with 

Paul Dukas. In an article written in 1979, Durufle credits 

Vierne as having the greatest influence on his organ and 

composition education. 2 Durufle maintained a close 

relationship with the church. He served as assistant 

organist to Tournemire at the church of Saint-Clotilde, 

substitute organist for Vierne at Notre Dame, and in 1930, 

was appointed organist at Saint-Etienne-du-Mont. In 1943 

Durufle was appointed professor of harmony at the Paris 

Conservatory. Durufle's tenure at Saint-Etienne-du-Mont 

greatly influenced his compositional style as a liturgical 

1Leon Plantinga, Romantic Music (New York: W.W. Norton 
and Company, 1984): 441. 

2Maurice Durufle, liMy Recollections of Charles 
Tournemire; and Louis Vierne," Musical Opinion 103.10 
(1979): 5-8. 
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organist. William Tortalano stated, "Here he would compose 

evocative but convincing work on his special love for 

Gregorian chant. ,,3 Durufle retained his position at. Saint-

Etienne-du-Mont until his death in 1986. 

Durufle's compositional output is relatively small, a 

dozen published compositions. Of these published works, 

eight are choral. One quickly discovers that the influence 

of the Solesmes school of chant interpretation not only 

played a major role in the compositional style of the Quatre 

motets, but also was an instrumental force in his entire 

output as a composer and performer. 4 Durufle's education and 

training in the church made him aware of the beauty and 

importance of chant in liturgical repertoire, a belief that 

was only enhanced through his association with Tournemire and 

Vierne. 

3William Tortolano, "Mauirce Durufle, II Journal of Church 
Music 29.4 (1987): 22-23. 

4The only work in Durufle's output that is not based on 
chant is his final work Notre pere. 
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PLAINCHANT 

The interpretation of chant notation has long been the 

subject of much controversy. For the purpose of this 

research the discussion of rhythmic interpretation as it 

relates to chant notation is the primary concern. The two 

fundamental schools of rhythmic interpretation are associated 

with the fixed meter and free meter interpretation of 

plainchant rhythm. Since the scope of this research deals 

specifically with the Quatre motets of Durufle, the focus of 

the discussion surrounding chant interpretation will be 

limited to an investigation of the philosophies associated 

with the accepted practice of chant interpretation at the 

time of Durufle's work, the Solesmes school. S Any 

superficial investigation of the Quatre motets would 

alleviate any doubt as to the interpretational style to which 

Durufle subscribE~d. 

The Solesmes monks began their crusade to restore the 

authenticity of notation, style, and practice to the 

Gregorian repertoire with their occupancy of Solesmes in 

1832. Chant 1 notation, and specifically the rhythmic 

realization of ligature patterns, became the primary concern 

of Dom Andre Mocquereau at Solesmes. 6 Their research 

SFor an overview of the various philosophies of chant 
interpretation refer to Gregorien Chant by willi Apel. 
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included an exhaustive paleographic study of chant 

manuscripts contained in multiple repositories throughout 

Europe, as well as a study of chant performance practice. As 

a result of this research a new rhythmic interpretation was 

developed. Eventually, the Benedictine monks of Solesmes 

were appointed the official task of restoring and maintaining 

the great Gregorian repertoire by Pope pius X in his Motu 

proprio of April 1904. 

The interpretation of plainchant, and specifically the 

interpretation of the rhythm of plainchant, has been a 

problem throughout history. Different schools of thought 

developed with regard to the rhythmic properties of the 

6The Solesmes monastery is located in a village near Le 
Mans, France. Since their occupation of the priory various 
theories and approaches to the interpretation of plainchant 
have been put forth. The prominent figures in Solesmes chant 
research are Dom Gueranger (1805-75), Dom Pothier (1835-
1923), Dom Mocquereau (1849-1930), and Dom Gajard (1885-
1972). Dom Pothier, the principal figure at the time of the 
Motu proprio of 1904, saw a relationship between the rhythm 
of the text and the rhythm of the musical chant. He believed 
that the Latin Tonic Accent played a significant role in the 
determination of Gregorian rhythm. His student, Dom 
Mocquereau, believed the chant to be of a more musical 
nature. He proposed that the rhythm of the chant, although 
related to the text, was purely musical in nature, and was 
not the rhythm of the text. This is the prevailing 
philosophy that became the accepted standard of chant 
interpretation at Solesmes. Dom Gajard, the principal figure 
at Solesmes during Durufle's compositional period, prescribed 
to the methods of Mocquereau. Although there still exits 
debate over the correct interpretation of plainchant rhythm, 
it is clear that the beliefs of Mocquereau were the accepted 
practice at the time of Durufle's composition of the motets. 
Thus, the additional scholarship on chant interpretation, 
while valuable bears no influence on the compositional style 
of the motets. 
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chant. Those who believed in the fixed meter philosophies 

thought plainchant notation ShCllld be transcribed in order to 

conform with the compositional practices of the eighteenth 

and ~ineteenth centuries. Thus, all ligatures and neumes 

were assigned a proportional rhythmic value. This manifested 

itself in various forms. The most popular of these 

approaches transcribed chant notaltion into fixed meter with 

what Dom Joseph Gajard, in his text The Solesmes Method: Its 

Fundamental Principles and Practical Rules of Interpretation, 

called an "isochronos return of the beat."? The "isochronos 

return of the beat" refers to a metrically predictable 

recurring pattern of stress and relaxation. 

The early interpretational approaches included fixed 

meter and fixed proportional notation. The fixed meter 

philosophy embraced the transcription of neumes into fixed 

meter in which the subdivisions of the ligature were 

arbitrarily determined in order to cause the chant to fit a 

pre-determined metric unit (see figure 1). The fixed 

proportional philosophy espoused the transcription of neumes 

based upon the number of neumes in each ligature. Thus, the 

length of each neume was determined by the number of neumes 

in the ligature and the proportional value assigned to it 

(figure 1). 

?Joseph Gajard, The Solesmes Method: Its Fundamental 
Principles and Practical Rules of Interpretation 
(Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 1960): 9. 
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figure 1 

Original plainchant 

R ~-;-: 
I E •• .. , .. 

~. ~. I 

= • •• I • • ... • • I 
.;. 

• 
bor: lava- bis me, et super nivern de- alba- bor. 

fixed meter realization 

A-sper- ges me, Do- mi- ne, hys- so-

po et mun-da- bor; la- va- his me 

et su- per n{- vern de- · al-ba .. bor. 

proportional realization 

A-sper- ges me, DO- mi- ne, hysso- po et munda- bor : 

la- va- his me, 
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The fixed meter philosophies were abandoned by the Solesmes 

scholars in favor of a free rhythmic interpretation of the 

chant. 

Within the Solesmes school there existed a difference of 

philosophy with regard to the influence of text stress on 

rhythmic interpretation of the chant. Dom Pothier believed 

that the Latin tonic accent played a significant role in the 

determination of plainchant rhythm. Although, in a 

simplified sense, the Latin tonic accent can be seen as the 

stressed syllable in a Latin word, it is important to 

understand the unique relationship Latin stress has on the 

melodic contour. According to the Liber usualis, "The Latin 

accent is light and lifted up and rounded off like an arch, 

is not heavy or strongly stressed, is arsic not thetic." It 

later states, "It must be remembered that while the accented 

syllable is the vigorous, life-giving, arsic element in a 

Latin word, the final and weak penultimate syllables are 

always soft, relatively weak, and thetic."B Dom Pothier 

advocated the determination of rhythm based on the Latin 

tonic accent. Thus, the Latin tonic accent determined the 

rhythm in syllabic chant, and the first neume of each 

ligature determined the rhythm of melismatic chant. 

The relationship between Latin tonic accent and rhythm 

was challenged by Dom Andre Mocquereau, a student of 

BBenedictine Monks of Solesmes ed., The Liber Usualis, 
(Tournai: Desclee and Company, 1953): xxix-xxx. 
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Pothier's. Mocquereau saw in Gregorian melodies a beauty and 

rhythm that was strictly of a musical nature and not related 

to the stress of the text. Many scholars believe 

Mocquereau's musical education and training shaped his 

beliefs about the musical nature of plainchant. In general, 

the views of Mocquereau were the accepted principles of 

Solesmes interpretation at the time of Durufle's 

compositions, and continue as such today. 

Dom Joseph Gajard, a student of Mocquereau's, described 

the principles that focus on the free rhythmic interpretation 

of the chant. "Gregorian rhythm is specifically of a musical 

nature and is not the rhythm of speech. Every step in the 

rhythmical synthesis is clearly defined: (a) the indivisible 

primary beat; (b) elementary rhythms and binary and ternary 

compound beats; (c) composite rhythms. There is a complete 

independence of rhythm and stress. Hence there is complete 

independence of rhythmic ictus and the tonic accent, and 

rhythm which is entirely free in its movement. The words are 

subordinate to the melody. Traditional interpretation and 

expression are followed.,,9 Thus, the rhythmic interpretation 

is based upon groupings of the indivisible primary beat 

(which for all intents and purposes can be seen as the eighth 

note in modern notation). These beats are then grouped into 

9Joseph Gajard, The Solesmes Method: Its Fundamental 
principles and Practical Rules of Interpretation 
(Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 1960): 15. 
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compound rhythmic groupings of ·twos and threes. Likewise, 

Durufle' attempted to preserve this rhythmic grouping in his 

metrical settings of the Quatre motets. An understanding of 

this relationship, the groupings of twos and threes, is 

essential to the discovery of an expressive and effective 

conducting gesture for use in performance of these pieces. 10 

lOA point of clarification is needed to understand some 
of the lines drawn by chant scholars with regard to the 
independence of text and melody. There has existed a 
constant interpretational struggle between those who believe 
that the text is the determinant of rhythm and those who 
believe that the melody has rhythmic properties apart from 
the implications of the text. To some extent the vehemence 
with which chant scholars defend their positions would lead 
one to believe that the present accepted interpretation takes 
no account of the text whatsoever. However, this philosophy 
does not ignore the text, but merely indicates that it should 
not be the primary determiner of rhythm. To assume that the 
melodies of chant were composed in a void without textual 
concern would be a mistake. Although chant was designed to 
be set to text no one can be certain as to the role text 
played in determining the initial qualities of the music. 
Therefore, the melody must be seen as the primary determiner 
of rhythm, but the text, and good musical taste, are factors 
that must be considered. 
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CHIRONOMY 

In order to examine the relationship between original 

chant melodies and conducting gesture, it is necessary to 

define certain terminology. The Solesmes school had as its 

basic rhythmic precept the preservation of the rhythmic 

groupings of twos and threes. As a result of the Solesmes 

research, four notational symbols have been inserted into the 

chant repertoire to assist the performer in the organization 

of the rhythmic content of the melody: the horizontal 

episema (-), the vertical episema (I), the dot (.), and the 

comma ('). 

The horizontal episema, placed above a neume, indicates 

a slight ritardando and lengthening of the neume. Often 

Durufle set neumes which appear under the horizontal episema 

as note values in which length of notes has been increased 

(often doubled). Although this is not a literal 

representation of the properties of the horizontal episema, 

it is understandable given the nature of these polyphonic 

settings. Due to the inability of polyphonic music to show 

the same rhythmic flexibility as monophonic chant, the type 

of rhythmic freedom ileeded to convey the relaxation indicated 

by the horizontal episema becomes problematic. Durufle's 

lengthening of the neume's value is an acceptable compromise. 

Gajard states, with regard to the interpretation of the 

horizontal episema, 



"In singing there is therefore no need to guard 
against emphasizing them (horizontal episemas), 
even if the effect should seem slightly 
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exaggerated. I have noticed that most choirs, in 
their fear of over stressing them, reduce them so 
strictly to the conventional proportion that one is 
hardly aware of them. In a chant with notes of 
relatively equal length such as Gregorian chant, it 
is this expressive holding of the notes that gives 
the melody both warmth and a spiritual quality."ll 

The rhythmic ictus is the most important symbol with 

regard to the conducting gesture. The rhythmic ictus 

identifies the binary and ternary groupings which are to be 

preserved in the conducting gesture. The rhytrunic ictus is 

defined by the vertical episema in places where the chanot 

groupings are not clearly identifiable. Although not every 

grouping is marked by an ictus, it does serve to clarify 

those groupings which would otherwise be unclear. 12 The 

Harvard Dictionary of Music states that the primary purpose 

of the rhythmic ictus is, "to mark off those groups of two 

and three notes that form the basis of their (the Solesmes) 

rendition of the chant.,,13 In the event that a particular 

grouping still remains unclear, one need only count backwards 

11Joseph Gajard, The Solesmes Method: Its Fundamental 
Principles and Practical Rules of Interpretation 
(Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 1960): 69. 

12The placement of the ictus can be likened to the use 
of bowings in orchestral parts. One need not indicate every 
bow stroke, but merely those which are unusual or unclear. 

13Willi Apel, ed., The Harvard Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard 
university Press, 1972): 401. 
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from a known ictus to determine the grouping of the neumes in 

question. 

The ictus is unrelated to stress or to the Latin tonic 

accent. It simply serves to clarify the groupings, although 

the actual interpretation of the ictus has been a source of 

some controversy for many years. Unfortunately, discussion 

of the interpretation of the ictus has centered around an 

erroneous association between ictus and Latin tonic accent. 

Dam Gajard states, 

"The reason why the principle of necessary 
coincidence between rhythmic ictus and verbal 
accent has been taught so long is evident -- it is 
the logical outcome of the theory of rhythm based 
on strength or stress. If the rhythmic ictus was 
strong, it had obviously to coincide with the tonic 
accent, which is the strong or stressed syllable in 
a word. Strength calls for strength. But if, as I 
have done, it can be shown that there is no 'strong 
beat,' that the rhythmic touching-point is in 
itself indifferently strong or weak, then there is 
no longer any need for the tonic accent to coincide 
with the ictus, which can adapt its~'lf to any kind 
of syllable.,,14 

The dot and comma are straightforward markings which 

require little, or no explanation. The dot indicates a 

doubling of the neume's value, the comma indicates a breath. 

The only significant compromise made in the Quatre motets, 

with regard to the markings of Solesmes, is the ~omposer's 

insertion of additional breath marks for the choir. The 

motets require great care in order to determine proper 

14Joseph Gajard, The Solesmes Method: Its Fundamental 
Principles and Practical Rules of Interpretation 
(Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 1960): 28. 
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breathing strategies. Durufle's settings, although typically 

preserving the breathing patterns of the chant, in the chant 

based sections of the motets, often elide these points with 

non-chant material in the supporting voice parts. These 

elisions require the conductor to factor in other criteria 

when making decisions concerning breathing, such as harmonic 

and phrasing issues as they relate to the motets. The chant, 

due to its monophonic nature, is unconcerned with these 

issues. 

The modern conducting gesture, a product of the music of 

the seventeenth century, resulted from music which moved in a 

basically homophonic style and was often based on the dance 

rhyt~. Thus, the resulting conducting gesture took on the 

charabteristic strong and weak beats found in this music. 

Earlier forms of conducting (excluding chant conducting) 

employed the use of a tactus or, as the Harvard Dictionary 

refers to it, a "visible metronome. "IS These gestures were 

concerned with maintaining even units of time in a 

predictable system of strong and weak beats. 

Chant, as interpreted by Solesmes, has no metrically 

recurring pulse. Thus a constant repetition of strong and 

weak beats does not allow for an appropriate shaping of the 

line. Chironomy, the earliest form of conducting, was 

15Willi Apel" ed., The Harvard Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, (Cambridge: The Belknap press of Harvard 
University Press, 1972): 832. 
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originally designed to help singers perform chant. It not 

only included information about rhythm, but also pitch, since 

chant performance, in its beginning, was a strictly oral 

tradition. Today the term chironomy is considered to define 

the conducting gesture which has as its basic tenant the 

preservation of the groupings of Solesmes interpretation. 

Mocquereau states, "The rhythm of chant ••• is produced by the 

fusion of equal or unequal simple rhythms ••• AII movement is 

the cessation of repose; all movement supposes repose 

immediately preceding it.,,16 

Each chant grouping by definition is either arsic or 

thetic. The arsic part of the phrase is the elan (or rise) 

and the thetic the repose (or fall). The preface to the 

Liber Usualis states that "Rhythm in singing is a movement of 

the voice wherein it successively rises and falls. It is in 

the well ordered succession of such movements that rhythm 

essentially consists. In its elemental form the rise or 

arsis, is the beginning of a rhythmic unit or movement; the 

fall or thesis, its end."l? While the rules for arsis and 

thesis are open to differing opinions (as this is a point of 

16Andre Mocquereau, , Le nombr8 musicale gregorien, ou 
rhythmique gregorienne--theorie et pretique (Tournai: The 
Society of St. John the Evangelist, 1908): 90. 

l?Benedictine Monks of Solesmes ed., The Liber Usualis, 
(TOurnai: Desclee and Company, 1953): xxvj-xxvij. 
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musical interpretation) there are some basic parameters that 

can be specified. 

As was stated, arsis is the rise of the phrase and 

thesis the fall. Since the primary purpose of chironomized 

gestures is to preserve the groupings of the neumes it mu~t 

also preserve the relationship between those groupings. Each 

rhythmic ictus, and therefore each rhythmic grouping, is by 

its very nature arsic or thetic. Gajard stated, 

"All these small units--elementary rhythms, 
composite rhythms, groups, etc.--are merely 
fragments of this greater rhythm, on which their 
entire existence depends." "Each of the more 
complex units--groups, clauses, phrases--is 
constituted by the respective relationship formed 
between the composite rhythms, then between groups, 
then between clauses, etc. This is a relationship 
of rise to fall, or of arsis to thesis. ,,18 

It would be possible, given the multiple and asymetric 

metrical settings common to the twentieth century, to choose 

metrical divisions that preserve the groupings, but such 

metrical settings would not preserve the relationship that 

Gajard refers to (see figure 2). 

In figure 2 the individual groupings of 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 

have been preserved by alternating measures of 2/8 and 3/8. 

Although the groupings remain intact each ligature pattern 

would start with a downbeat, or with a stressed accent. 

Plainchant is a relationship between rise and fall, and thus, 

18Joseph Gajard, The Solesmes Method: Its Fundamental 
Principles and Practical Rules of Interpretation 
(Collegeville: The Liturgical press, 1960): 55. 
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figure 2 

Original plainchant material 
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One measure per grouping 

Asymetric measures 

the placement of stress at the beginning of each grouping 

would be inappropriate. The other option available is to set 

each pattern, not as a separate metrical unit, but as a 

component of a larger metrical framework which allows the 

integrity of the groupings to be internally maintained (refer 

again to figure 2). This is a far better solution because we 
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have avoided the tendency to place stress on the beginning of 

each group. Still, any use of meter requires adherence to a 

set hierarchy for strength and weakness within the measure 

that translates to strength and weakness within the 

groupings. The measures in 5/8, needed to clarify the triple 

rhythmic groupings, have their primary stress on the 

beginning of the duple groupings (the downbeat of each 

measure) and a secondary stress on the triple groupings (the 

second half of each measure). Since, in any given chant, we 

cannot be sure that this type of accentuation is proper, we 

must look elsewhere for the solution to the problem. 

Recall that Gajard stated that the chant employs rhythm 

which is entirely free in its movement. This may only be 

accomplished in a chironomized gesture which has no 

relationship to the stress implied by meter. John Rayburn 

stated in his text entitled Gregorian Chant: A H.istory of 

the Controversy Surrounding its Rhythm that "chironomy is a 

projection in space of the musical rhythm showing both the 

place of each ictus and its arsic or thetic qualities.,,19 In 

addition, Gajard, in speaking about chironomy, stated "[it] 

can only be a plastic translation into space of melodic 

rhythm. ,,20 The chironomized gesture is inextricably tied to 

19John Rayburn" A History of the Controversy 
surrounding its Rhythm (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1981): 22. 

20Joseph Gajard, The Solesmes Method: Its Fundamental 
Principles and Practical Rules of Interpretation 
(Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 1960): 21. 
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the relationship of arsis and thesis. Rayburn indicated that 

the gesture not only preserves the groupings, "musical 

rhythm", but also the relationship of these groupings, "its 

arsic and thetic qualities". The afore mentioned metrical 

patterns would attend to the first half of Rayburn's 

statement, but not the second. ultimately, it is the 

preservation of the relationship between the groupings of 

arsic and thetic neumes that chironomy enables. The 

inclusion of a chironomized gesture in the rehearsal and 

performance of the Quatre motets sur des themes gregoriens is 

essential since, as will be shown, the preservation of 

original plainchant material in the music of the Quatre 

motets is one of Durufle's most important compositional 

practices. 

Although an exhaustive discussion of chironomy, as it 

relates to the determination of arsis and thesis within the 

chant is not the purpose of this document, it is necessary to 

at least define some of the basic parameters in order to 

discuss the representation of arsis and thesis in the 

gesture. 21 In general, arsic groupings can be found in the 

21The actual determination of arsis and thesis within 
the groupings of plainchant is a subject too involved to 
exhaustively detail in this document. The preface to the 
Liber Usualis, various textbooks on plainchant, chironomy, 
and conducting should be considered prior to forging off on 
one's own into the realm of chironomic interpretation. One 
of the foremost scholars on chant interpretation within the 
professional field of choral conductors is Paul Salamunovich. 
His many lectures and symposiums may also serve as a 
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following places within chant. When the ictus and Latin 

tonic accent coincide, at the beginnings of phrases, or 

during the rise of the melodic shape. Thetic moments can be 

defined as those which are arrived at through the conclusion 

of an arsic shape. 

The larg'ar arsic shape may contain some smaller thetic 

moments, but when dealing with the chironomized gesture it is 

important to maintain this larger shape in spite of the minor 

anomalies (see figure 5 on page 33). In the opening phrase 

the third grouping is thetic. This minor release is not the 

conclusion of the phrase, but merely the ebb and flow of the 

line. One must avoid over emphasis of this thetic unit 

within an otherwise arsic shape that continues until measure 

4. 

Thetic moments are typically associated with the fall of 

the melody, the end of the phrase, and the penultimate or 

final syllable of a word. Thetic gestures are not stress, 

but relaxation. This is crucial to the understanding of the 

difference between plainchant interpretation and modern 

metrical notation. 

The fundamental issue is whether or not there exists a 

substantive difference in the rhythm of chant and the rhythm 

departure point for the acquisition of these skills. The 
summary given in this document is intended to provide the 
reader with enough background to effectively evaluate the 
premise being presented, and is not intended to provide 
instruction in the art of chironomy. 
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of modern music, and whether that difference demands a 

difference in the conducting gesture designed to preserve 

these qualities. Joseph Robert Carroll states, 

"In any given Gregorian melody the melodic rise and 
fall has in its very nature the implications of 
arsis and thesis qualities. We must not confuse 
our notions of arsis and thesis with those which 
are currently applied to modern music. In the more 
sophisticated and involved music of the last two or 
three cent.uries the elements of impulse and 
relaxation do not stand in the same relationship to 
each other as in chant. Impulse and relaxation, 
other terms for arsis and thesis are aspects of 
rhythm, and as such independent of certain 
vicissitudes of the melody. This independence is 
not always noticeable in chant but is very much 
more pronounced in more recent music. Thus we may 
safely say that in the simple straightforward style 
of Gregorian chant, the melody, considered apart 
from the text, contains in its curve the definite 
indications of arsis and thesis.,,22 

It should be clear that the rhythm of plainchant is not 

the rhythm associated with the traditions of modern Western 

art music. To preserve these unique and distinct qualities a 

different approach to conducting gesture must be employed. 

This discussion will now proceed with how to accomplish that 

task. 

In a chironomized gesture the arsis is shown by a 

clockwise circle and the thesis by a motion from left to 

right across the vertica.l axis. 

Since the, assumption is being made that this gesture is 

needed in order to preserve the original chant intent, it is 

22Joseph Robert Carroll, The Technique of Gregorian 
Chironomy (Toledo: Gregorian Institute of America, 1955): 21. 
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figure 3 

Arsis 

Thesis 

Paired together the gestures resemble a figure 8 pattern. 

figure 4 
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necessary to show evidence that these original plainchant 

motives were in fact preserved as a part of Durufle's 

compositional technique. While the title of the Quatre 

motets clearly indicates chant influence, it does not clarify 
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in what ways or to what extent the chant is a part of the 

compositional process. As we shall see the preservation of 

the original chant is the most prominent feature found in 

these works and as such, the advocacy of a gesture related to 

the preservation of this feature will become clear. 
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QUATRE MOTETS SUR DES THEMES GREGORIENS, OP. 10 

Ubi caritas 

The opening motet, Ubi caritas, is based on the 

plainchant found on page 664 of the Liber Usualis (Appendix 

A). The chant is traditionally performed at the close of the 

Mandatum rite (the washing of the feet of the disciples) on 

Maundy Thursday. It has its origins in France and dates from 

the tenth century. Originally much longer, only the first 

three verses are used today during the rite. Durufle sets 

only the first verse in Ubi caritas. 

Ubi caritas is composed for an antiphonal interpretation 

between choir one and choir two. This is most noticeably 

present in the alto melody where the statement of the opening 

theme is first set for the altos of choir one and later for 

the altos of choir two in the second. 23 

The original chant material appears in its entirety in 

the opening alto melody in measures 1-4. The chant begins 

with five pairs of neumes prior to the horizontal episema 

which occurs at the end of the phrase. Since the horizontal 

episema represents a slight ritard and lengthening of the 

neume's value, Durufle has set the opening five pairs as 

23 The marking in the bass part is for the division of 
bass and baritone parts and is unrelated to the antiphonal 
division in the alto. 
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eighth notes and the sixth pair as two quarter notes. 

Additionally, since the end of the phrase is a thesis 

grouping, Durufle encourages this repose by placing each of 

the final two neumes in one measure of 4/4. Durufle could 

have easily set the opening six pairs of neumes in any meter. 

Since there is no change in the rhythmic groupings any 

metrical arrangement divisible by two would naturally work. 

Durufle, however, chose to alternate between 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 

so as to preserve this moment of repose. 24 The opening 

phrase conducted in a metrical setting would naturally accrue 

a stress on the downbeat of this thesis grouping. Durufle 

has acknowledged that there is a change in the direction of 

the phrase in the original chant, but this directional change 

is more subtle than modern notation and gesture can provide. 

Even with the care the composer has taken to preserve the 

original plainchant groupings, the downbeat of the third 

measure will have a tendency to be stressed (a concept of 

western metrical music). The rules of chant performance 

demand that this not be a moment of stress, but rather a 

moment of relaxation. Repose is not strength, and thus a 

24The alternation of meters also preserves the arsis 
gesture which occurrs on the final beat of the second 
measure. Durufle demonstrates his understanding of the 
relationship between rhythmic ictus and tonic accent by 
placing this occurrence of the Latin tonic accent on the beat 
that engenders the greatest degree of forward motion. The 
natural temptation would be to place stress on this pulse 
because of the accent, but in fact, as has been discussed, 
the coincidence of ictus and accent implies an arsic gesture 
and this is not associated \tlith stress. 
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downbeat stress would be awkward. Thus, the opening phrase 

should be conducted with a chironomized gesture which 

preserves the thesis relaxation at the point of the 

horizontal episema. Such a gesture will insure that 

relaxation is not equated with stress (see figure 5). 

The second theme of the motet (measure 8) is not found 

in the chant, but has an obvious relationship to it in both 

its melodic and rhythmic organization. Like the earlier alto 

statement, this statement is also presented twice, once for 

each choir of altos. Measure 15 marks the first entrance for 

soprano, recalling the beginning 

chant melody, albeit starting a fifth above the final. The 

altos present the second theme, transposed up a whole step, 

in measure 18. The conclusion of the verse is set to newly 

composed music for all four voice parts. 

Measure 29 marks the return of the initial alto chant 

theme at the original pitch and in the original voice. The 

motet concludes with an "amen" in which the motivic material 

is derived from the chant associated with text "Saecula per 

infinita saeculorum. Amen." A difficult musical problem 

arises in the final "amen" due to the composer's use of a 

comma in the alto part five measures from the end of the 

motet. While Durufle has preserved the original pitch 

content and rhythm, he has set this music to different text. 

Since the interpolated text does not allow a natural 

breathing point, Durufle inserted an optional breath mark. 
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figure 5 

Chironomized opening to Ubi caritas (measures 1-4) 

Used By Permission Of The Publisher 
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However, an actual breath would cause the cessation of the 

line, since no breath is indicated in the original chant, 

this author suggests that an articulatory lift be taken at 
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this point, rather than a complete breath (see figure 6). 

This can be accomplished within the chironomized gesture by 

conducting each of the notes on either side of the lift. 

The conducting gesture for this motet is relatively 

simple, due to its homophonic setting. As a result, it is 

easy to preserve the arsis and thesis of the chant. Appendix 

B shows the arsis and thesis groupings of the chant. These 

groupings are mirrored in the conducting gesture for the 

motet. 
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figure 6 

"Amen" plainchant and motet realization from Ubi caritas 
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Tota pulchra es 

The second motet, Tota pulchra es, is based on the chant 

found on page 1320 of the Liber Usualis (Appendix C). It is 

performed on December 8th as a part of the Feast for the 

Immaculate Conception of the virgin Mary. The chant consists 

of five verses. Durufle sets the first three in Tota pulchra 

es. Although the composer indicates that this motet is 

scored for three-part treble, it requires four-part division 

in many places. 

The opening chant material is found in the initial 

soprano line. After the first six measures Durufle departs 

from the chant material, at the minor division, and 

introduces newly composed metrically derived material. 25 In 

measure 14 the chant melody for the second verse returns in 

the soprano, utilizing an additional b-flat (not found in the 

original chant) at the beginning of this phrase. As with the 

first verse, Durufle continues the use of the chant until the 

minor division which is at the end of measure 17 in the 

motet. Measure 23 marks the return of the chant with the 

original text and original voice. As before, the plainchant 

material continues until the minor division which occurs at 

measure 28 in the motet. The third verse, at measure 35, 

25The minor division is a chant marking that occurs in 
the Liber Usualis. This symbol, according to the preface of 
the Liber Usualis, typically indicates a slight prolongation 
of the final neumes in the phrase, and a short breath. 
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begins with the chant, but in this instance Durufle took 

greater license in his compositional technique. The opening 

phrase is the chant, except for the final interval which has 

been inverted. The second phrase, at measure 38 on the text 

"tu laetitia Israel", preserves the rhythmic units and 

groupings of the chant but uses different pitches. After the 

minor division (end of measure 39) the chant is more 

recognizable. The text "tu honorificentia" is set to the 

chant with the omission of the final torculus. 26 The text 

"populi nostri" uses the chant figure with the addition of 

cadential material (measure 43) .which rI::'calls the end of the 

first chant based section (measure 6). This provides for a 

transition to the recapitulation of the opening theme for the 

conclusion of the motet. 

The conducting gesture employed in the second motet is 

far more complex than that to be used in Ubi caritas. 

Convinced as I am that chironomy should be used for the 

interpretation of chant derived material, I stand equally 

convinced that it does not belong to the gestural vocabulary 

for metrically derived material. It is in fact the 

difference in the qualities of the two rhythmic shapes that 

gives the second motet its contrast. within the opening 

chant secti0n this issue is further complicated by the fact 

that, unlike the first motet, all voices do not move 

26The torculus is the three neume ligature that occurs 
at the end of this phrase in the original plainchant. 
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homophonically. Specifically the character of the original 

chant material can be easily maintained in a chironomized 

gesture (see Appendix D), but the underlying parts may not 

move within the same rhythmic shape as the chant. Obviously 

some compromise must be made. The ability of the gesture to 

define the divergent qualities of the free rhythm of the 

chant within the metrical settings of motets is crucial to 

this discussion. It is important to understand that even the 

non-chant sections are composed in a quasi chant style, and 

as such will not be hindered by a chant based interpretation. 

An investigation of the compositional devices used in the 

opening statement of Tota pulchra es will suffice to make the 

point. 

The opening chant derived melody of the soprano line 

groups 2,2,3,2,2 (Appendix D). The second soprano line does 

not group in a way that is related to chant, but neither does 

it group metrically. The second measure creates stress on 

the Latin tonic accent of "pulchra", which is clearly not 

called for in the original chant. In addition, the downbeat 

of the third measure puts stress on the initial thesis 

grouping. Thetic points, as noted, should be a release of 

energy, not an application of energy. Since there appears to 

be no advantage for the inclusion of meter to covey this 

release of energy (it groups poorly either way) the 

maintenance of the original chant shape at the expense of the 

metrically based voice parts does not seem to be an 
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aberration. The alto line is likewise unrelated to the chant 

figure, but unlike the second soprano, it does gain from a 

metrical organization. The gain, however, is related to the 

repetition of the opening text on the downbeat of measure 4. 

The clarity that would be created by a downbeat gesture in a 

metrical pattern is not compromised by the use of a 

chironomic gesture. It too represents a restarting of the 

phrase. 

There is nothing new about conducting gestures which 

must convey one idea at the expense of another. All 

polyphonic music presents this problem. The gesture has 

limits with regards to its ability to show divergent 

concepts. The conductor must choose, based on score 

preparation, rehearsal experience, and the quality of the 

ensemble, which part to emphasize or encourage. In Tota 

pulchra es, as in all of the motets, I believe there is 

nothing to be gained in the chant based sections by 

encouraging the non-chant material. 

The non-chant sections should be conducted with a 

metrically based gesture. In two of the three metrical 

sections the beginnings of the sections elide with the 

conclusion of the chant (see measures 7 and 29). The 

transition at measure 7 from the text before the minor 

division to the text after the minor division offers a chance 

to demonstrate the way in which the interrelation of the 

gestures can become compatible. The downbeat of measure 7 is 
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new material in the soprano (the voice part containing the 

chant originally). The new material, as we have seen is 

metrically oriented. The material in the other two voice 

parts (specifically the alto) is still related to the text 

prior to the minor division. Thus, an elision of the chant 

based text and the metrically based text occurs. This 

combination is dealt with through the use of a thetic gesture 

to convey the downbeat of measure 7, with an immediate shift 

to a metrical gesture on beat two of that measure. The 

metrical gesture continues throughout the metrical section 

(measure 14). The same melodic/textual figure appears at 

measure 29 and is treated in the same fashion. 

The return of the chant material at measure 14 is 

preceded by an eighth note extension of the phrase at the end 

of measure 13. Like the previous transition from chant based 

sections to metrically based sections, this transition from a 

metrically based section to a chant based section is handled 

by commencing the phrase on the second half of beat three of 

a metrical gesture and then proceeding into a chironomized 

gesture for the remaining chant based material. The 

transition creates the need for an opening thetic gesture, 

which would not normally occur in the chant but is required 

due to the direction of the melodic line caused by the 

additional note in measure thirteen. Like the opening, the 

material in the second soprano and alto parts is unrelated to 
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the chant. But, again, there is nothing to be gained by the 

inclusion of a metric gesture. 

The penultimate return of chant material at measure 35 

has been slightly altered by the removal of one ligature 

pattern (the torculus at the conclusion of the text 

"honorificentia"). since its position at the conclusion of 

the phrase of chant would not affect the realization of the 

pattern that follows, its omission here causes no real 

concern. 27 The final statement of the chant is a repetition 

of the beginning and should be conducted in the same fashion, 

but with the metric extensions for the final measures. 

27The rhythmic ictus divides the groupings of two and 
threes at this point so as to group together the end of the 
word "laetitia" and the beginning of the word "Israel" 
(appendix 3), pointing out the importance of an understanding 
of the rhythmic ictus as it relates to determination of the 
grouping of the chant. 
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Tu es Petrus 

The third motet, Tu es petrus, is based on the chant 

found on page 1515 of the Liber Usualis (Appendix E). The 

chant is an antiphon for first vespers in honor of saints 

Peter and Paul (June 29). Durufle uses this short antiphon 

is used in its entirety, with minimal alteration of pitch 

class. As it concerns the gesture, all of the original 

rhythmic groupings have been preserved. After stating the 

entire chant Durufle uses the second half of the chant (after 

the minor division) in a sequential fashion from measures 12-

17. Since the composer maintains the integrity of the chant 

rhythm, the alteration of pitch content created by his use of 

sequence poses no real concern for the gesture. The final 

statement of "aedificabo Eclesiam meam", although related to 

chant, is in actuality a metrical setting~ it should be 

conducted within the metrical shapes provided by the 

composer. 

As with the second motet, "Tu es Petrus" does not lend 

itself to a simple gesture pattern. While the chant is 

preserved in its entirety in the soprano line (with the 

aforementioned extensions), the other parts, while not 

strictly chant based, are related to the chant material. The 

opening rhythm of the chant is maintained in each of the 

parts. The parts are, however, in imitation at the distance 

of one duple grouping. The chant reflective shaping of the 
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voice parts can be maintained in a chironomized gesture; the 

integrity of each entrance is thus preserved. The gesture 

then takes on the character of the soprano line. Since the 

final imitative entrance is in the soprano, the conductor is 

able to continue the shape effectively until measure six (see 

figure 7). 

The fundamental issue with regard to the gesture in Tu 

es Petrus is the relationship of chant inspired lines to the 

original chant material. The lines maintain some original 

chant groupings in the 2/4 and 5/8 measures. It is clear 

that t:he 3/4 measures, while maintaining the groupings of the 

chant material in the soprano line, have been chosen for the 

grouping of the lower three parts. In each of the 3/4 

measures the metrical grouping allows for the correct 

accentuation of the parts in the measures that immediately 

follow (measures 7, 9, and 12). In each case the use of the 

3/4 measure allows the imitative voice parts to arrive 

together in the subsequent measures. After the first 3/4 

measure three of the four parts align themselves on the 

downbeat of measure 7 while the fourth part aligns itself on 

the downbeat of measure 8. The alignment permits the thetic 

gesture of the chant on the text "et supe]: hanc petram" to 

release on a downbeat in all parts (see figure 8).28 

28Although the equating of a metrical downbeat with the 
thetic release of chant presents some problems, it is evident 
that the composer wanted to emphasize this moment in the 
motet. 
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figure 7 

Chironomized opening of Tu es Petrus (measures 1-6) 

Used By Permission Of The Publisher 
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Tu es Petrus (measures 7-8) 
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The other two occurrences of 3/4 measures (measures 8, 

and 10) have much the same purpose, but instead of aligning a 

series of duple groupings they preserve the importance 

created by the first triple grouping of the chant. The text 

"aedificabo" starts with the last pulse of a duple grouping 

which falls into the only triple grouping in the chant. In 

each voice part the preceding 3/4 measure allows the first 

note of the triple grouping to fallon the ictus of a 

gesture, thus preserving the important element in all of the 
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parts. The procedure is repeated in measures 12 and 13 for 

the same reason (figure 9). 

The conducting gesture must reflect the importance of 

the moments preserved by the use of these 3/4 measures. As 

was stated, the initial gesture through measure 6 is chant 

figure 9 

Tu es Petrus (measures 8-9) 

Used By Permission Of The Publisher 
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derived. The 3/4 measure, at measure 6, is metrically 

derived and should be conducted as such. The chant gesture 
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returns in measure 7 and continues through measure 11. 29 

Measure 12 is a metrically derived 3/4 measure and should be 

conducted as such. After measure 12 the chant gesture again 

returns and continues until the aforementioned metric 

conclusion of the motet at measure 19. 

Tu es Petrus presents a number of problems for the 

conductor and singer. Since all of the vocal lines reflect 

some chant influence, the ensemble and conductor must attempt 

to preserve the character of the chant. The voice parts move 

in different directions at different times. There may be an 

arsis in one voice part as a thesis occurs in another. 30 It 

is suggested that the shaping of the individual lines be 

accomplished through rehearsal of e~ch part within its own 

pseudo-chironomized gesture. Thus, when combined the 

individual shape of the lines can be maintained in a 

chironomized gesture with the addition of metrical gestures 

for the preservation of the metrically derived material. In 

most instances where there has been a choice between the 

articulation of non-chant derived voice parts, the soprano 

29Measure 8, although one of the metrically derived 3/4 
measures, can be conducted in a chironomized gesture due to 
the quasi homophonic style created by the pairing of the 
soprano/tenor and alto/bass. 

30This of course is a stretching of the definitions of 
arsis and thesis since the only true arsis and thesis 
relationship exists in the original chant material which is 
preserved only in the soprano. 
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articulation should prevail since it contains the original 

chant material (Appendix F). 
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Tantum ergo 

The final motet, Tantum ergo, can be found on page 954 

of the Liber Usualis (see appendix G). The chant is used as 

a part of the service of Corpus Christi at the blessing of 

the Sacrament. In this motet the entire chant is preserved 

in the melody of the soprano. Like the original chant, both 

verses of the motet are set to the saIne music. As in the 

second motet, Tota pulchra es, the lower three voice parts 

are not chant derived. They are metrically derived material. 

In the first three motets the composer used the eighth 

note to represent the indivisible primary beat. In fact 

there never occurred any notes smaller than an eight note in 

any of the prior three motets. Thus, the integrity of the 

indivisibility of this primary beat was preserved. In Tantum 

ergo this is not the case. Durufle sets this motet not in 

groups of twos and threes, but rather in 4/4 and 3/4. In 

addition, the indicated tempo marking (Andante sostenuto and 

1=72) implies a relatively slow representation of the chant. 

(Compare that marking with the andante sostenuto of Ubi 

caritas at J =66). Since the primary pulse of the 

indivisible primary beat in the first motet was the eighth 

note, the speed of the indivisible primary beat is 132. 

Thus, in two motets where the Italian tempo n~rkings are the 

same there exists a difference in the metronomic speed of the 
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indivisible primary beat equal to 60 beats per minute. This 

is quite a wide range for tempo indicated. 

The basic concern is that a gesture in four is not 

related to the interpretation of chant. The 4/4 gesture does 

not link pulses together in groups of two and three. 

Although the gesture could be reshaped to reflect an alIa 

breve pulse (which would allow for the coupling of the duple 

groups), this gesture, due to its tempo, would complicate the 

clarity of the triple subdivisions. At the suggested tempo 

the speed of the duple gesture is 36. This, while slightly 

uncomfortable at times, is a manageable tempo for the 

gesture. However, if the 3/4 measures are conducted with one 

gesture per measure the speed of the basic gesture is 24. 

This is far below an acceptable, comfortable performance 

tempo. 

As a result, the conductor is faced with a choice: 

either ignore the groupings or compromise between the 

measures of 4/4 and the measures of 3/4. The arsis-thesis 

relationship of the chant can be maintained in a slow duple 

grouping in the 4/4 measures, while the 3/4 measures can be 

conducted in a relaxed three pattern in order to allow the 

gesture to continue to move at a speed that can still be 

perceived by the singers (see figure 10). Ultimately it is 

this issue which makes the fourth motet the most difficult to 

perform. If we accept the premise that the chant is still an 

important component of the compositional style of the motet 
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Tantum ergo (measures 1-4) 
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(after all it is preserved in its entirety in the soprano 

line), then we must attempt to preserve the chant in a 

suitable fashion (Appendix H). 

In each verse the concluding measures (measures 18 and 

37) are unrelated to the original plainchant material. It 

should be noted that although the chant includes an "Amen", 

Durufle composes a metrically based "Amen" for the conclusion 

of the motet. Like the other metric sections in the four 

motets, this section should be conducted in a metric gesture. 
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INCONSISTENCIES 

This document has advocated the use of a chironomized 

gesture as the basic shape for the conducting of the Quatre 

motets sur des themes gregoriens, Ope 10, of Maurice Durufle. 

The use of chant based gestures to convey chant based 

sections of the motets should be readily accepted. The 

larger issue that confronts the conductor has to do with the 

in.,terpretation of material that does not readily conform to a 

chant based gesture. In sections that are clearly of a 

metrical nature (i.e. Tota pulchra es measures 7-14) the use 

of a metrically based gesture seems appropriate. What of 

sections which may benefit from both types of gestures? 

The third motet consists of imitative voice parts which 

are all based on the original chant shape. The individual 

parts, if rehearsed within chant based gestures, can maintain 

this original quality. When the voice parts are combined the 

nature of the imitation precludes the arrival of the same 

shapes at the same time (i.e. arsis and thesis occur 

simultaneously). As was stated in the earlier discussion f 

the voice part which contains the original chant (in this 

case the soprano) has been maintained in these sections 

through the use of a chironomized gesture. The use of such a 

gesture does not mean that the other voice parts no longer 

maintain their chant based character, but it does mean that 

the singer must recreate the chant shape (as rehearsed) 
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without the attention of the gesture. Regardless of whether 

a metrical or chironomized gesture were employed, the nature 

of imitative polyphony precludes the gest~re from attending 

to every moment in each of the voice parts. 

The first motet, Ubi caritas, offers a different 

problem. Here the homophonic nature of the motet seems to 

lend itself quite readily to the use of chironomy. Unlike 

the imitative motets, the arsis and thesis gestures arrive at 

the same time. The question must be asked if there are other 

factors that need to be considered. 

This document has dealt specifically with the rhythmic 

and meterical settings of the motets. These are but two of 

the components of music. Other factors may influence the 

choice of meter, or the grouping of notes in the motets as 

well. These pieces have harmony, secondary melodies, and the 

like which all may influence the metrical choices in the 

compositions and thereby the gesture employed. 

The opening of Ubi caritas, moves harmonically from 

tonic to dominant over the first four measures. At the 

thetic release, on what is metrically beat one of the third 

measure, the harmonic tension is at its greatest. The 

harmony of the lower parts implies greater tension than would 

be present, at this pr:Jint of relaxation, in the chant line. 

While this author does not see this as a just cause for 

abandoning the premise of the inclusion of chant based 
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gestures, it is precisely at these places in the motets that 

the conductor must decide which voice part to emphasize. 

As a part of my preparation of these pieces I found that 

a compromise of the chant gesture was often in order. On 

beat one of the third measure is a thetic release (conducted 

left to right). Beat two can return to the left (implying 

the metrical gesture of two which is related to the harmonic 

considerations mentioned above). Beat three then returns to 

the arsis grouping on the text "Deus ibi"est." When 

approached in this fashion all the qualities of the motets 

can be taken into account. 

Durufle's metrical settings are designed to preserve the 

groupings of the original plainchant. They do convey the 

basic structures of arsis and thesis. The placement of the 

Latin tonic accent of "amor" on the third beat of measure two 

in Ubi caritas should clearly show his understanding that the 

combination of rhytmic ictus and Latin tonic accent coincide 

to form arsis gestures. Placed on the weakest beat of the 

measure, this metrical grouping encourages the forward motion 

of the arsis gesture. 

The use of chironomy does not suggest that the 

composer's choice of meter was in any way inappropriate, or 

that there should not be consideration given to his metrical 

choices. It does advocated the preservation of the 

groupings, which Durufle takes great care to preserve in the 

motets, within the gestue as well. 
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CONCLUSION 

The preservation of original chant material is the 

primary rhythmical compositional technique employed in the 

Quatre motets sur des themes gregoriens, Ope 10, of Maurice 

Durufle. The composer had a significant knowledge of 

Solesrnes interpretation of Gregorian themes and preserved 

this interpretation in his motets. Chironomy is designed to 

inspire the realization of these concepts in the performance 

of chant. The use of chironomy in the chant based sections 

of the Durufle motets will provide the conductor, singer, and 

listener with the opportunity to perceive these original 

chant based ideas. 

While all but one of Durufle's choral compositions 

include the influence of Gregorian melodies, it is only in 

the motets, due to their a cappella voicing, that this 

procedure can be approached. 31 Certainly the choral parts in 

the Requiem and Missa Cum Jubilo should be rehearsed and 

performed with the same attentiveness to shape, but the needs 

of orchestral conducting in both of these works would 

preclude the inclusion of chironomy in the final performance. 

As a result of the preparation of these motets for 

performance, a distinct difference in the realization of the 

rhythmic qualities was noticed. The resultant energy 

31Notre pere is not based on plainchant themes. 
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engendered in the phrase by the forward motion of a 

chironomized gesture could be sensed by both singers and 

conductor. This was most noticeable when sections of metric 

and non-metric music were alternated (as in Tota pulchra es). 

The perception that the chironomized gesture provided a 

different relationship between pulses (and more specifically 

within the rhythmic sub-division) is the essence of the 

variants in phrasal notation. Without the metrically 

recurring stress related to the "isochronos return of the 

beat", the chant is free to retain its original rhythmic 

qualities. 

The use of a chironomized gesture in the rehearsal and 

performance of the Quatre motets provided .the opportunity for 

the original plainchant ideas to be demonstrated in the 

conducting gesture. If we accept Gajard's premise that the 

gesture is a "plastic translation into space of melodic 

rhythm", then we must pursue conducting gestures that are 

designed to maintain the integrity of the original melodic 

rhythm. 

conducting is the visual representation of an aural art 

form. The care expressed in the gesture must be the same 

care given to the playing of any other musical instrument. 

The gesture must be seen as participating in the creation of 

the overall art. The Quatre motets demand attention to the 

original chant idioms, and the maintaining of these idioms in 

the conducting gesture. 
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It is hoped that this discussion will inspire conductors 

and singers to an enhanced level of research and discovery in 

the world of plainchant. Much of our present music contains 

similar concepts and ideas which can be enhanced ~hrough an 

understanding of older forms and concepts. The relationship 

of motion to the expression of music cannot be 

overemphasizec·, It is this motion that Durufle attempted to 

preserve in the motets, and that a chironomized gesture 

attempts to preserve in their performance. 
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APPENDIX A 

Original Plainchant of Ubi caritas 
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APPENDIX B 

Chironomized Plainchant of Ubi caritas 
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APPENDIX C 

original Plainchant of Tota pulchra es 
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APPENDIX D 

Chironomized Plainchant of Tota pulchra es 
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APPENDIX E 

original Plainchant of Tu es petrus 
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tram aedi- fi·d.ho Ecch~-si- am me- am. 
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APPENDIX F 

Chironomized Plainchant of Tu es Petrus 

tram aedi- fi-cabo Eccle-si- am me- am. 
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APPENDIX G 

Original Plainchant of Tantum ergo 
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Cam par sit laud a- ti- o. Amen. 
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APPENDIX H 

Chironomized Plainchant of Tantum ergo 
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Translations31 

Ubi caritas 
Where there is charity and love, God is there. 
The love of Christ has gathered us together. 
Let us rejoice and be glad in it. 
Let us revere and love the living God. 
And from a sincere heart let us love one another. 

Tota pulchra es Maria 

Thou art fair, 0 Mary, 
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and the stain of original sin is not in thee. 
Your vestments are as white as snow, 

and your face is like the sun. 
Thou art the glory of Jerusalem, the joy of Israeil, 

and the honor of our people. 

ru ~~trus 
Thou art peter, and upon this rock shall I build my 

Church. 

Tantum ergo 

Let us therefore bowing low, 
venerate so great a Sacrament; 
And let the old Law give way to the new rite; 
Let faith afford assistance to the deficiency of the 

senses. 
To the Begetter and the Begotten 

let there be praise and jubilation, 

31Jeffers, Ron, Translations and Annotations of Choral 
Repertoire (Corvallis: Earthsongs, 1988) Vol. 1. 



Salvation and honor, And power and blessing; 
And to the One proceeding from both 
Let there be equal praise. 
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APPENDIX J 

Copyright Permission 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS SINCE 1783 

Mr. Rodney H. Caldwell 
The University of Arizona 
3103 East Fairmount Street 
Tucson, AZ 85716 

Dear Mr. Caldwell: 

This letter will serve as your permission to include the excerpts as 
listed below in your Lecture Recital Document on "The Influence Of 
Chant Notation On The Conducting Gesture In The Quatre Motets Sur Des 
Themes Gregoriens, Opus 10 of Maurice Durufle". 

UBI CARITAS - mm. 1-4 and 33-39 
TU ES PETRUS - mm. 1-9 
TANTUM ERGO - mm. 1-4 and 14-17 

Our only requirement for this permission is the inclusion of the 
copyright credit line as it appears on the printed music along with 
"Used By Permission Of The Publisher". 

This permission is granted with the understanding that no commercial 
use whatosever shall be made of your document. Commercial use would 
require addi tional clearance and the payment of the appropriate fee. 

We do thank you for your interest in our publication and wish you much 
success for the future. 

Y
-SinCerelY\) ~ 

ifm/lA~\I~~ 
1: omas Broido 
Executive Vice President 

mkc 
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